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IN BRIEF
THIS REPORT IS A FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND LOOK
AT THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK WITHIN THE
ONLINE CREATOR INDUSTRY.
The online creator economy provides income for at least

11 million Americans, it is often overlooked by policymakers.
Online creators earned over $23 billion in 2020 by posting

and selling their work on web platforms across seven sectors:
video, music, podcasts, writing, crafts, art and design, and

influencer marketing. Tech companies herald their platforms
as a democratization of industries that, for centuries, were
reigned by biased gatekeepers. Our findings cast doubt,
however, on claims that these platforms have delivered
racial or gender equality to online creators.
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Nevertheless, we find evidence of both progress and potential.
In some sectors, earnings and representation gaps are

narrower than in their traditional counterparts, and although
most online creators earned less than $1000 in 2020, the vast

number of income-earning creators shows their potential and
value to our economy and culture.
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AN OVERVIEW OF
SEVEN ONLINE
CREATOR SECTORS
We find that online creators earned $23.6 billion in 2020. That is
more than architects, airline pilots, and real estate brokers

combined—to name just three examples. These earnings are

divided between 11.1 million creators, though the distribution of this
income is highly unequal. While 51,000 creators earned

over $100,000 in 2020, over 9 million earned less than $1000.
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Our analysis covers seven online industries: video, music,

podcasts, writing, crafts, art and design, and influencer marketing.
By breaking down the income distribution by sector, we see the

importance of contextualizing these earnings. In sectors such as

crafts or art and design, where creators can sell their work directly

to consumers, earnings are often higher. In other sectors, however,
creators are often paid low per-stream rates. Very few musicians,
for example, earn over $1000 online, but when taking into account
the estimated rates paid by platforms like Spotify these earnings

indicate large fan bases and potential for higher offline earnings
and future growth. If an artist earned $1000 in a year, their songs
were likely streamed over 300,000 times.

Despite the growing number of American creators who earn
income by posting or selling their work online, government

agencies do not gather data on this form of employment like

they do for other jobs. As such, in order to produce in-depth data
analysis, researchers must combine several datasets, from both
public and private-sector sources. Public data sources include

the US Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey and American
Community Survey as well as its 2020 Arts Benchmarking Survey
Supplement, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Occupational

Employment and Wage Statistics. Private data from companies

like Spotify, Etsy, Twitch, SocialBlade, Chartmetric, and Graphtreon,
provide additional insights and helped analysts better
understand industry-specific trends.
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What Does the Rise
of Online Platforms
Mean for Creators
of Color?
For decades– centuries, even –gatekeepers stood in the way of

creators who wanted to share their work with the world. Authors
needed the support of editors and publishers, showrunners

needed to convince TV executives, and designers needed to

catch the eye of buyers. With the rise of platforms like YouTube,

Soundcloud, Etsy, and many others, the gatekeepers’ long reign
is now on shaky ground.

There are more than 220 companies that provide tools for
creators to publish and promote their work online. By one

estimate, 15 percent of these companies are vertical platforms,

39 percent provide monetization services, 22 percent offer tools

to help creators produce their works, 20 percent provide services
to help target creators’ content to potential users or followers,
and 12 percent help creators manage their followers.
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Tech companies have claimed that this online creator ecosystem
has democratized traditional industries. Success, they say, is no

longer in the hands of a few elites but of the people. Their claim
centers around the promise that using platforms is free, that it

has never been easier or less expensive to find fans for your work,
and if the people like what you make, your fanbase will only grow.
But making good on this promise has not been smooth,

transparent, nor complete. Platform algorithms are the new

gatekeepers, by silently influencing which content users discover
and which creators are essentially de-platformed.
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In this report, we try to understand whether the online creator

industry is more equal than the traditional one. Does eliminating
traditional gatekeepers and their overt or unconscious biases

give creators of color a fair chance? Are creators of color equally
represented across online platforms and, if so, do they have an
equal opportunity to monetize their work?
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We found that the democratization of the online creator economy
is advanced and yet far from equitable and it is far from

complete. While there are still significant racial and gender gaps
in the online creator industries, those gaps are not as vast as in
some traditional industries. Among creators earning income in

the online video industry, 61 percent are white. While this means

white people are slightly overrepresented (they are 57.8 percent

of the labor force overall), the online industry compares favorably
to the traditional movie industry, where 89 percent of the past

decade’s 1,450 most popular films were directed by white men.
The video industry, however, is more equitable than the other
online industries we analyzed.
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Across all seven online creator industries, 30.9 percent of income
earners are people of color, which leaves an 11.3 percentagepoint gap compared to overall labor force representation

(42.2 percent). Only the video and influencer marketing industries
have substantially better representation than this average.
The largest gaps are in the writing and crafts industries,

where creators of color are underrepresented by 27.9 and 23.1
percentage points, respectively.

Black creators are slightly overrepresented in the online video,

music, and podcast industries but face large gaps in the writing,
art and design, and craft industries. Asian and Hispanic/Latinx

creators are underrepresented in all industries, especially among
online writers. On a positive note, multiracial and indigenous
creators are somewhat overrepresented across the board,
especially in the online music industry where their share of

income earners (4.7 percent) is more than double their overall
share of the labor force (2.1 percent).
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Unfortunately, gains in representation have not yet directly

translated into economic equality. While 30.9 percent of incomeearning online creators are people of color, their share of the
earnings is even lower—just 28.6 percent. In some cases,

apparent equality of representation masks inequality in earnings.
For example, while Black podcasters are slightly overrepresented
in their industry, they still face a substantial earnings gap: 13.3

percent of podcasters are Black but they earn only 9.2 percent
of total podcast income.

Across all online industries and groups, online creator earnings
are generally small. The average online creator earned just

$2,097 in 2022. Overall, 81.2 percent of creators who earned income
online took home less than $1,000 while just 0.4

percent earned over $100,000. By focusing on creators who earned
over $15,000 online, we are able to make comparisons to those

working in traditional industries. Though this group represents only
a small portion of online creators today, understanding how it
currently fares is helpful for assessing

the potential of online platforms to, one day, achieve equality
for creators of color.

By limiting our sample of online creators to those earning

more than $15,000, we cannot make direct comparisons to

the incomes of creators in the traditional industries. However,
we can compare the racial and gender gaps that exist in
these two spheres.
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RATIO OF CREATORS’ EARNINGS BY RACE AND ETHNICITY:
ONLINE EARNINGS BY SUCCESSFUL CREATORS OF COLOR
FOR EACH $1 EARNED BY A WHITE CREATOR, EARNINGS OF
CREATIVE PEOPLE OF COLOR FOR EACH $1 EARNED BY WHITE
COUNTERPARTS IN CREATIVE INDUSTRIES, AND WAGE AND
SALARY INCOME OF WORKERS OF COLOR FOR EACH $1
EARNED BY WHITE WORKERS
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While creators of color in all industries—traditional and online—

earn 80 cents to the dollar, compared to whites, that gap drops
to 93 cents to the dollar among online creators of color. Both
Black creators and Hispanic creators fare better online, while

Asian creators fare slightly worse. Compared to the US economy

as a whole, where people of color earn just 69 cents to the dollar,
the online creator economy appears to be much more just.

To assess the gender gap between online creators and the
overall industry, we are not limited to only those earning

above $15,000. Unfortunately, this reveals much larger gaps.
While women—including those in the traditional industries—
earn 76 cents to the dollar, compared to men, women earn

just 59 cents to the dollar online. When the sample is limited

to online creators earning over $15,000, however, the gender
gap shrinks substantially.
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Ratio of Earnings By Women Vs. Men

RATIOS OF EARNINGS BY GENDER:
AVERAGE ONLINE EARNINGS BY FEMALE CREATORS FOR EACH $1
EARNED BY A MALE CREATOR, ONLINE AND OFFLINE EARNINGS IN
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES BY WOMEN FOR EACH $1 EARNED BY MEN,
AND WAGE AND SALARY EARNINGS BY FEMALE AMERICANS FOR
EACH $1 EARNED BY MALE AMERICANS
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TAKEAWAYS
While there are reasons to be optimistic that online platforms
will someday help spur equality for creators of color, there is
still a long way to go. In this report we find that:

• 11.1 million creators earned $23.6 billion online in 2020.
• The distribution of those earnings is unequal but

demonstrates the enormous potential of this industry.

• Creators of color remain underrepresented in online
industries, but these racial gaps are smaller than
in the economy as a whole.

• While gaps in representation may be comparatively small,
they often mask greater gaps in earnings.

• Among the limited number of creators earning over

$15,000 online, racial and gender gaps in income are smaller
than in the overall creator industry.

• Government agencies should collect comprehensive data
for online creators, just as they do for other professions.

• Platform and algorithmic transparency is an essential part
of the democratization of gatekeeping and would support
creators economic mobility online.
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In the absence of human gatekeepers, why haven’t online
platforms made more progress in reducing inequality?

In part, this may be due to a rise in algorithmic gatekeeping:

automatic processes—based on human code—that make it less
likely the consumers will see the work of creators of color
or that incorrectly enforce intellectual property laws.

Our findings suggest, however, that the inequity that
creators of color face is driven by much more than
gatekeepers. Systemic racism in America, not just

discrimination by certain individuals, is at the heart

of racial and gender gaps in the industries we have

examined. To start, the promise of online platforms in
addressing these gaps will always be limited by

the digital divide—the gulf in access to broadband

internet and other technologies between whites and
people of color. More broadly, the wealth gap often

prevents creators of color from accessing vital start-up
capital and deepens the opportunity cost of devoting
time to their passions. Economic freedom begets

economic opportunity, and without sweeping reforms

to dismantle systemic racism, even the most promising
technologies can only chip away at inequality.
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